FIVE RACING CARS
ONE LEGACY
Mercedes-AMG GT3 EDITION 55

A TRIBUTE TO THE
AMG RACING HERITAGE

From the earliest days, it has been motorsport that has driven us.
Since AMG was founded in 1967, legendary on-track achievements have been an
important part of our history. We have had many iconic moments from the first class
win by the Mercedes-Benz 300 SEL 6.8 AMG in the 24 Hours of Spa in 1971
up to the historic 1-2 in this year’s running of the race.
As our company has its 55 year anniversary, we celebrate this remarkable heritage
with a unique racing car: the Mercedes-AMG GT3 EDITION 55. This exclusive model of
our globally successful Customer Racing car is strictly limited: exactly five units of the
EDITION 55 will be built at our manufactory in Affalterbach.

THE POWER OF
ATTRACTION

The Mercedes-AMG GT3 EDITION 55 fully lives up to its special status: the mighty AMG 6.3 litre V8 engine of the racing
car delivers an impressive output of 650 hp. Appropriately, the performance exhaust system comes without a silencer.
This results in a breathtaking and powerful acoustic pattern.
The colour and the design are equally exclusive: the aero components in matte finish perfectly complement the
bodywork in MANUFAKTUR alpine grey solid with red accents. The EDITION 55 adds another optical highlight
with the AMG crest and the suggested AMG rhombuses on both sides of the car.

The centre console and the carbon seat of the
car each carry a plaque with “EDITION 55 – 1 OF 5”
inscription. Moreover, the 55 year anniversary logo
adorns the seat embroidery.
In the centre of the driver’s field of view is the next special
element: a Data Display Unit (DDU) of the latest generation.
The high-resolution graphic display welcomes the driver by
showing the 55 year anniversary logo.

EXCEPTIONAL
TO THE CORE
The cockpit of the Mercedes-AMG GT3 EDITION 55 impresses
with several exclusive details. The characteristic noble anthracite
metallic harmonises with the high-quality carbon elements,
from the door covers and the centre console to the
instrument cluster.

STRICTLY LIMITED
ABSOLUTELY UNIQUE
An additional highlight comes from Mercedes-AMG cooperation partner IWC Schaffhausen.
Exclusively for the launch of the car, the Swiss luxury watchmaker has created a limited
EDITION 55 box, containing, among others a Pilot’s Watch Chronograph Edition “AMG”,
reference IW377903, with engraved chassis number of the corresponding
Mercedes-AMG GT3 EDITION 55 as well as an additional black textile
strap. This luxury timepiece will be handed over in an IWC Boutique
close to the buyer's residence.
The chassis number of the respective car at the back of the watch
is also something special: it comes from a separate range of
numbers (“GT3.190-55”), ensuring the unique status
of the special series as a result.

OUTSTANDING IN VARIOUS WAYS
The EDITION 55 is based on the current version of the Mercedes-AMG GT3 in sprint configuration with air conditioning plus exclusive special equipment features.
The special model, limited to five units, has a total output of 478 kW (650 hp). The car is not FIA homologated*.

EXTERIOR

INTERIOR

Special finish: MANUFAKTUR alpine grey solid (956)

Special finish chassis: anthracite metallic matte

Painted AMG crest on the doors

Bosch DDU 11 display with anniversary logo

Performance exhaust made of Inconel without silencer

Seat embroidery with anniversary logo

Optimised engine performance

Special seat belts with silver accents

Painted rear wing with AMG logo and anniversary logo
Visible carbon with matte finish for front diffuser, rear diffuser, rear wing incl. end plates, flicks, louvre,
radiator grille, side skirts

Plaque “EDITION 55 - 1 OF 5”
Visible carbon with matte finish for dashboard, door sills, door covers, air duct, centre console,
fuel tank cover

Limited car cover with anniversary logo
Delivery with slick tyres

IWC Pilot’s Watch Chronograph Edition "AMG"

SALES PRICE

Limited EDITION 55 box with “EDITION 55 - 1 OF 5” plaque

Mercedes-AMG GT3 EDITION 55: 625,000.00 EUR

Engraved chassis number

VAT not included
Sales only ex Mercedes-AMG GmbH, Affalterbach, Deutschland.

Additional strap
Handing over in an IWC Boutique close to the buyer’s residence

*upon specific customer request, a production with FIA homologation is possible

CONTACT
If your interest has been sparked, please feel free to contact us:
Martin Heiss
+ 49 (0)160 8606222
martin.heiss@mercedes-benz.com

Mercedes-AMG GmbH
Daimlerstr. 1
71563 Affalterbach/Germany

For 20 years now it has been our belief that sport has the power to connect people and motivate them in a unique way.
We have faciliated urgently needed access to our support programmes for millions of children and young people, so helping
them to achieve positive change in their lives. The programmes that we support together with Laureus Sport for Good are
in line with the United Nations' Sustainable Development Goals and are part of an exciting major global movement to effect
positive change in the world.

Please note: changes may have been made to the product since the editorial deadline (18.08.2022). The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes to the design, form, colour and the
product specification during the delivery period, provided these changes, while taking into account the interests of the vendor, can be deemed reasonable with respect to the purchaser.
Where the vendor or the manufacturer uses symbols or numbers to describe an order or the subject of an order, no rights may be derived solely from these. The illustrations may show accessories
and items of optional equipment which are not part of standard specification. This publication is distributed internationally. However, information regarding statutory regulations, legal requirements and taxation and the consequences thereof applies to the Federal Republic of Germany only and is correct at the time of the editorial deadline. For the definitive latest information,
please contact your Mercedes-AMG GmbH sales partner.
www.mercedes-amg.com

Mercedes-AMG GmbH, Daimlerstr. 1, 71563 Affalterbach

